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acknowledged that your characterization of service upon discharge would be other than 
honorable (OTH).  Your request was granted, and your commanding officer was directed to 
discharge you with an OTH characterization of service.  As a result, you were spared the stigma 
of a court-martial conviction, as well as the potential penalties of a punitive discharge.  You were 
discharged on 10 March 2000. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Wilkie Memo.  These 
included, but were not limited to, your desire to upgrade your discharge character of service.  
The Board also considered your contentions that: (1) you believe that the court-martial itself, 
along with the eventual judgement and sentence were the result of a 1999-era lack of 
understanding of how the internet works; (2) when the disciplinary action was decided in your 
case, you do not believe that the question of whether the images were publicly visible or in a 
private/deep web file only accessible when permissions were granted to another user of the 
dating site, was understood or considered by anyone involved; and (3) if someone forwarded 
such images to a Marine's command today, the correct questions would be asked, and the 
disciplinary reaction would be more in line with an understanding of the difference between 
privately shared images and publicly available surface web images.  The Board noted you did not 
submit any documentation or advocacy letters in support of your application to be considered for 
clemency consideration.   
 
Based upon this review, the Board concluded your potentially mitigating factors were 
insufficient to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined that your misconduct, as 
evidenced by your subsequent separation at your request to avoid trial by court-martial, 
outweighed these mitigating factors.  The Board did not find evidence of an error or injustice that 
warrants upgrading your characterization of service or sufficient evidence to warrant clemency.   
Accordingly, given the totality of the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does 
not merit relief. 
 
Additionally, the Board noted that because of your continuous period of honorable service from 
10 May 1989 to 31 July 1998, you may be eligible for veteran's benefits.  You should contact the 
nearest office of the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) if you desire clarification about your 
eligibility for benefits.   
 
You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in 
mind that a presumption of regularity attaches to all official records.  Consequently, when  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






